Predecessor of the Modern self Bailing Floor
The first non-submersible lifeboat is credited to Lionel Lukin, an Englishman who, in
1784, modified and patented a 20-foot Norwegian yawl, fitting it with water-tight
cork-filled chambers for additional buoyancy.
The Royal Institution for the Preservation of Life from Shipwreck, founded in March
1824, provided lifeboats to local committees, the British and Irish Coastguard and
harbor authorities. In the mid-1800s the Duke of Northumberland financed a
competition for a lifeboat design. The winner was William Plenty, of Newbury,
Berkshire. The boats were between 18 and 26 feet in length and powered by 4 to 10
oars. They had cork in their hull and were attached to the boat with a net and wooden
cross members so that water drained from the floor and they had air-cases fore and aft.
Below: 1863 New Brighton (Great Britain) tubular lifeboat with cork, self bailing floor

JOHN FOOTE LANE PONTOON
SEMINOLE AND MEXICAN WARS
In the 1800's, naval and army personnel from France, England and the US experimented with
inflatable flotation devices to bridge rivers. Arthur Wellesley, the 1st Duke of Wellington, tested
inflatable pontoons to bridge rivers in Europe in 1839.
John Foote Lane entered West Point at age13 and graduated in 1828, when he was 18. Lane
taught mathematics and philosophy at West Point for some time and is often credited as the
inventor of the pontoon boat. He spent 1835 in Washington in the quartermaster corps where
he won honors for his invention using India rubber pontoons for military bridges over the
Delaware River.
In the 1830s Lane was supervising the U.S. Army occupation of former tribal lands in the South
and transporting of the tribes to the West. He attempted to use some of the pontoons in the
Florida Seminole Wars with little success. Lane contracted encephalitis committed suicide in
1838. In 1840 Lane’s pontoon boats were lashed together for bridge building during the
Second Seminole War. The prototype pontoon was sent to West Point for study and was later
used to develop the inflatable pontoons used in the U.S. Civil War.

U.S. PATENT #1,634 - JOHN F. LANE, DECEASED, LATE OF THE STATE OF INDIANA,
BY E. M. HUNTINGTON, ADMINISTRATOR.
Specification of Letters Patent No. 1,634, dated June 17, 1840.
To all whom t may concern Be it known that JOHN FOOTE LANE, late a colonel in the Army of the United States, of
the State of Indiana, now deceased, did during his lifetime invent a new and useful ‘Pontoon Equipage’ or
Apparatus, intended principally for the purpose of constructing pontoon-bridges for the use of armies and which is
also serviceable in the formation of floating batteries and rafts and for other purposes in military operations; and I,
ELISHA MILLS HUNTINGTON, administrator of the estate of the late decedent, do hereby declare that the following
is a full and exact description of the said pontoon equipage or apparatus.
Instead of the boats ordinarily employed in the construction of pontoon bridges, pontoons, or floats, are made of
stout sail duck, or other suitable material, which is rendered impervious to air and moisture by being coated, or
saturated, with India-rubber, or in any other adequate manner. The material used is to be made into pontoons, or
floats, of such sizes as may be considered necessary to adapt them to the particular purpose to which they are to be
applied. That which has been most used is in the form of a cylinder of about eighteen feet in length and two feet in
diameter, when inflated, or filled with air.
Although these pontoons, or floats, may be made, or constructed, in different modes, that which has been found
most eligible, as uniting strength with convenience, is the following: They have been made of three thicknesses of
stuff; the interior, or lining, and also the second layer of material, has been of Russia sheeting of the best quality;
and No. 1, Russian twine duck, (hemp) or some other equally good fabric, has been used for the outer layer. Each
of these layers has been coated with the prepared India-rubber, applied thereto by the proper machinery, in such a
way as completely to saturate it. In forming the pontoon, the inner, or lining, thickness of duck is put together with
the side on which the India rubber is applied, outward; the stuff should be so cut as that the ends shall be
hemispherical. The joinings are secured by means of strips of the same material coated with india-rubber on both
sides; these strips should be about live inches wide. At one end or at both ends of this a flexible air tube, or piping,
is to be inserted, through which the pontoon is to be inflated. The ends of these tubes are furnished with metallic
terminations, having suitable caps, or valves, for the proper management of the inflating process. The second layer
of material is now to be applied on the first, and this is prepared by being coated perfectly on both sides with India
rubber. In applying this, care is taken to break joints, and to connect it with and along the air, or inflating, tube,
leading into the interior. The third, or outer, layer of material is then put on; this is covered with india-rubber on that
side only which is in Contact with `the second layer, but this material is so applied to it as to be driven well through
its fibers; this, also, is attach-ed to, and covers, the air tube.
For the purpose of making the requisite attachments to the pontoons, they are to be embraced both' longitudinally
and transversely by strong bands of the same, or other suitable, material; which bands, at the ends and sides of the
pontoons are to be formed into loops, in the manner hereinafter shown. These bands have been made six inches
wide, and, like the pontoons, of three thicknesses of stuff. There may be two bands made to run longitudinally, and
these are formed into loops at each end of the pontoon, as at A, A, in the accompanying drawing; and five such
bands have been made to surround them, as shown at o, a, a, o1. The loops left at A, A, and o, a, on each side of
the pontoons may measure about a foot. These loops should be stitched with strong twine, or thread, close to the
pontoons, so as to render them secure against the strain to which they will be subjected. All this having been
properly done, the pontoons are ready for inflation at any time, which may be ercted by the common smiths bellows,
or by a suitable force, or condensing, pump.
To form a bridge over a stream with these pontoons, having provided the requisite string pieces, and plank, first
inflate a sufficient number of the pontoons, then place one of them in the water, parallel with the bank of the stream,
and lay three string pieces, as shown at B, B, B, in the drawing,
so that their outer ends reach the center of the pontoon; then
shove the pontoon into the stream the length of the string pieces,
which may be fourteen feet, more or less,
Mexican War ~1848
The Quartermaster Department authorized the use of the
inflatable pontoon in 1837. In 1848 the Army Corps of
Engineers used a rubber coated fabric inflatable bridge pontoon
in the Mexican-American War.

Halkett Inflatable Boats
Michael Engelhard, a river guide and writer, is researching an article on the Halkett
inflatable boats and sent me these photos. (2018)
Below: Dr. John Rae crossing the Richardson River in a one-man Halkutt inflatable boat at
the Stromness Museum diorama (non-functional) and cloak on mannequin. The Canadian
Canoe Museum made the exhibit from tartan wool and rubberized dry bags.
{Courtesy of Stromness Museum}

Inflation valve and delaminating fabric of the original 2- man Halkett boat.}
Courtesy of Stromness Museum

Civil War Inflatables ~ 1860-1864
During the American Civil War the destruction of
bridges was a defensive tactic in a country veined
with numerous streams and rivers. Temporary
bridges were built from French patterned wooden
boat-like pontoons decked with timber. It took some
thirty-four pontoon wagons, twenty-two wagons
hauling planks and timbers, four tool wagons, two
traveling forges and a supply train of more than
twenty wagons of a cumbersome “train” that
stretched for miles. As the war went on, collapsible
canvas covered pontoons were deployed,
increasing the capacity of bridging trains, but the
lengthy pontoon column still caused havoc.
In 1861 Col. Barton Alezander began looking into
the Army’s use of the India rubber pontoon bridge.
Although in 1863 the U.S. Navy was using inflatable
life rafts on its Passaic Class ironclad warships the
use of inflatable pontoons for temporary bridges had
yet to gain acceptance. The Army had been
experimenting with George W. Cullum’s design of
inflatable pontoons as early as 1846. But in 1851
the Goodyear Rubber Company had produced an
India rubber inflatable bridge pontoon and the U.S.
Army showed interest in Goodyear’s pontoon design.
This type of inflatable pontoon was used by General
F.P. Blair in the Vicksburg, Mississippi Campaign. It
was also used successfully to cross, and retreat
back across the Saline River in the Arkansas Red
River Campaign.

Civil War Pontoon Train

USS Nahant - Passaic Class Monitor

DESCRIPTION OF THE INDIA-RUBBER PONTOON BRIDGE
By General George. W. Cullum

General Description: The piers of the bridge are formed by anchoring pontoons, at intervals of 18 feet
from centre to centre, and parallel to the current of the streams to be crossed. To the floating supports
are secured frames, upon which rest the ends of the five balks of each bay. The covering of the bridge
consists of chesses laid side by side upon the balks, which are secured in place by side-rails, laid on the
chesses directly over the outer balks.
Description of Pontoons: The pontoons are made of double India-rubber cloth, and consist each of
three tangent cylinders, peaked at both extremities like the ends of a canoe, which are firmly united
together, by two strong india-rubber ligaments, along their lines of contact, and widening into a
connecting web towards the ends, in proportion as these diminish; the whole thus forming a single boat,
20 feet long and 5 feet broad, of great buoyancy and stability, and, from its form and lightness,
presenting but trifling resistance to the water.

Each cylinder (including its peaked extremities) is 20 feet long,
20 inches in diameter, and is divided into three distinct air-tight
compartments, each of which has its own inflating nozzle. The
middle compartment occupies the whole width of the roadway of
the bridge, the ends of it are placed within the ends of the
chesses, to be secure from injury, especially from shot.
Manufacture of Pontoons: The pontoons are made of two
thicknesses of strong, heavy cotton duck, coated with metallic
rubber the outer thickness being coated on both sides, and the
inner thickness on its outer side only " making three rubber
surfaces, or layers.
In preparing the caoutchouc gum for coating the duck, it is first
cut up into small pieces and carefully washed, to rid it of all dirt
and impurities, and is then passed between two grinders in
cylinders revolving with different velocities and heated by steam
to about 150" Fahrenheit and then mixed with white-lead and
sulphur, in the proportion of 25 lbs. of gum to 10 lbs. of whitelead and 3 lbs. of sulphur. When the rubber becomes plastic,
and is well mixed with the sulphur and white-lead, it is laid aside, and after a few days is again passed
through a second series of revolving cylinders, more nearly in contact and heated like the first; and after
it is made perfectly homogeneous, and about as soft as putty by this second grinding, it is passed
through a third set of heated revolving cylinders longer than the width of the duck to be coated.
Upon one of these cylinders a thin sheet of rubber is formed, which is brought nearly in contact with
another cylinder, over which the duck is passed from a drum around which it is wound. By the
compressing power of these cylinders, the rubber is so forced into the meshes of the duck and firmly
united with the surface, that it cannot afterwards, without difficulty, be removed. In like manner, several
additional thin sheets of rubber are placed upon the cloth. The coating of the other side of the duck is
similarly executed; and, if designed for the outside of the pontoon, a little coloring matter is added to the
rubber to make it dark, the natural color of the gum being a light yellow. The three compartments of
each cylinder are first made separately, and of a single thickness of duck (except the ends of the middle
one, which are double), coated on the outer side only. The middle compartment is made of two pieces of
rubber cloth (the width of the duck not being sufficient for the entire circumference), which are joined by
laps of two inches. The two smaller compartments are made in the same manner, but with their
cylindrical ends open. These ends are then slipped over those of the middle compartments so as to lap
nine inches on the cylindrical part. The compartments being united, the three are covered by another
thickness of duck, coated with rubber on both sides. This outer cover is made in two pieces - each of the
length of the pontoon cylinder, and two inches wider than its semi circumference, to allow for a two-inch
lap. The three cylinders are then united to form a pontoon by strong ligaments of duck, coated on both
sides, of five inches width, except near the ends, where they gradually widen out.
After all the parts of the pontoon are put together, it is subjected to the process called vulcanization by
which the whole character of the metallic rubber is changed. From a soft, sticky, unelastic, and soluble
substance, it becomes firm, in adhesive, highly elastic, and insoluble in boiling water, or any ordinary
solvents. The chemical changes produced by mixing gum with white-lead and sulphur, and subjecting to
heat, are not yet clearly ascertained.
The Vulcanizer is a large hollow iron cylinder, like a steam-boiler, having a horizontal iron grating, the
length of the cylinder, which can be run in and out of it on a railway. There is a steam supply-pipe, with a
stop-cock at one end, and a waste-pipe at the other end of the vulcanizer. An attached thermometer,
with its bulb with the cylinder, indicates the temperature within the vulcanizer.

The pontoon, having been first powdered over with flour or soapstone dust, is placed lengthwise on the
grating, with cloths placed between its folds, to prevent them from adhering. The vulcanizer is then
closed, the contained cold air let out, while the hot steam is let in till it reaches 275'' to 285" Fahrenheit,
which requires about an hour. It is continued at that temperature for about an hour and a quarter longer,
when the steam is let off, and the pontoon taken out and carefully examined to ascertain whether there
are any imperfections. The vulcanizing is a delicate operation, requiring care, judgment, and experience.
In cutting the rubber cloth for the pontoons, an allowance of a quarter of an inch per foot, in each
dimension, should be made for the shrinkage which takes place in vulcanizing.
Pontoon-Nozzles: The pontoon-nozzles are made of brass. There are two parts the stopple and the
tube the former screwing into the latter, to open or close the nozzle. The tube consists of two cylinders
of different diameters, but having the same axis. The stopple is a hollow cylinder, with four circular
openings on the sides, for the ingress and egress of air, and is closed at the lower base by a flat cap a
little larger than the diameter of the cylinder, so that the projection catches against a small side-screw to
prevent its coming out, though, by removing the screw, the stopple can be taken out, if necessary. The
stopple has a milled head, to facilitate screwing it in or out of the
tube. On the interior shoulder of the tube, formed by the
difference of diameters of its two cylindrical portions, is fixed a
washer of soft leather, or gutta-percha, designed to make the
nozzle air-tight, when the nozzle is screwed down.
Inflating nozzles: One opening into each compartment" are
inserted in the pontoon. The end nozzles are securely seated in
their places by several additional thicknesses of rubber cloth
around them to insure the pontoons against air-leaks. The
nozzles of the middle compartments are attached by a hose,
about a foot long, to allow the nozzles to clear the cylinders
when folded for packing, and thus prevent any chafing of the
pontoons. Each nozzle is provided with an india-rubber cap,
which can be removed at pleasure. Too much attention cannot
be paid to making the seams as perfect ns possible; for upon
this depends, in a great measure, the perfection of the
pontoons. A thorough adhesion must be secured at every lap,
which requires that lapping surfaces be well coated with rubber,
and that the seams be strongly compressed with a roller, to
force out all confined air. Should any air remain between the
two thicknesses of the laps, of course there is no adhesion and
this air, when heated to the high temperature to which the pontoons are submitted in the last process of
their manufacture, will expand, and cause a further separation of the lapping surfaces, and consequent
air leaks. The seams, after being well rolled, should have their edges well coated with a strip of pure
metallic rubber.
Repairs of Pontoons: The greatest danger to which the india-rubber pontoons are exposed is that of
being perforated by the musket-balls of an enemy. Should a shot-hole be made in a pontoon, while
forming the bridge, it may be temporarily stopped by an india-rubber patch, a few of which the pontoniersergeants should always have in their pockets. The patch is made of two circular pieces of india-rubber
cloth 3"in diameter having a very small hole in the centre, through which passes a string of soft cord,
knotted at one end, which will completely fill the hole. One of the circular pieces is crowded into the
pontoon and drawn tight against the inside of it by the patch string, where it is kept in place by the inner
pressure of the air, while the other circular piece is slipped on the string hard against the outside of the
pontoon, and secured by tying a knot close to the outer surface of the patch. Larger holes could be
stopped in a similar manner, but would, of course, require larger patches.

Cement far Repairs: To make rubber cement, cut some gum into small pieces (a common overshoe, if
not made of vulcanized rubber, will answer), and dissolve it in camphene or pure spirits of turpentine,
which, to hasten the solution, may be slightly warmed by a hot water bath. A little sulphur, or finely
pulverized charcoal, may with advantage be added to the dissolved gum.

-----

{Left: - Civil War Union Gen.
Herman Haupt, a civil engineer,
moving across the Potomac River
in a one-man pontoon boat that he
invented for scouting and bridge
inspection in an image taken
between1860 and 1865.
(AP/Library of Congress)}
{Below: Union Pontoon Bridges}

Trial Trip of the Nonpareil Life-Saving Raft.
New York Times - Published: August 6, 1865
In the good steamer Relief, owned by the Coast Wrecking Company, (an association incorporated
under the laws of the State of New-York,) a select party, composed chiefly of scientific and literary
gentlemen, set sail at 11 o'clock yesterday morning for Long Branch, to test the capacities of
PERRY'S newly invented life-saving raft. On reaching the designated place for launching, the raft
was lowered from the Relief laden with a mortal freight of "heavy weights," which did not in any
manner seem to disturb the equilibrium of the strange craft on board of which our reporter was one
of the guests and participants. The experiment was one of decided success in every point of view,
and the inventor certainly deserves to be made an honorary member of every humane society
throughout the world. Published: August 6, 1865
In the good steamer Relief, owned by the Coast Wrecking Company, (an association incorporated
under the laws of the State of New-York,) a select party, composed chiefly of scientific and literary
gentlemen, set sail at 11 o'clock yesterday morning for Long Branch, to test the capacities of
PERRY'S newly invented life-saving raft. On reaching the designated place for launching, the raft
was lowered from the Relief laden with a mortal freight of "heavy weights," which did not in any
manner seem to disturb the equilibrium of the strange craft on board of which our reporter was one
of the guests and participants. The experiment was one of decided success in every point of view,
and the inventor certainly deserves to be made an honorary member of every humane society
throughout the world.

